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Timing Turret Clocks & Diagnosing Faults 1
by Chris McKay MBHI

Introduction

This article is the result of several years' experience in timing

turret clocks for diagnostic purposes. I presented a paper

giving my findings at the 2010 Turret Clock Forum at the BHI

but since then there have been further developments as new

technologies have become available. These recent

developments provide a good and easy solution to log the

performance of a turret clock, or indeed any clock, at a very

reasonable cost.  

An old Psion 2 organiser was used initially to record when a

turret clock struck the hour. The MicroSet clock timer gave

additional insight on a tick-by-tick basis.  An event logger

replaced the Psion and a telephone monitor (spy bug) was

used to keep tabs on a remote clock. Data obtained was

interpreted with somewhat interesting results.  This article is in

five parts and readers’ comments are invited in the normal

way.

Lord Kelvin said ‘I often say that when you can measure what
you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you
cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre
and unsatisfactory kind.’ Whilst trying to verify this quote I

came across another by Kelvin: ‘When you are face to face

with a difficulty, you are up against a discovery’.  Having dealt

with a few troublesome turret clocks I was forced into making

measurements and logging exactly what was going on and

making some discoveries.  

Rating a Turret Clock

Rating of turret clocks is usually based on a weekly visit when

the clock is wound; if the clock loses, screw the pendulum bob

up a bit and check again next week. Knowing the threads per

inch on the rating nut thread helps; the chart below gives a

guide as to how much to adjust the nut.  The pitch of the rating

screw can be found by rubbing a smear of oil onto the threads

and then firmly pressing a piece of paper onto the threaded

rod.  This gives a nice impression that can be checked with a

rule or thread gauge.

The Problem

Christchurch Priory in Dorset has a clock

that once had a reputation for delivering a

very variable performance.  Sometimes it

would be within acceptable limits for days

on end, then would be losing, or gaining,

perhaps up to a minute or more a day

sometimes accruing to five minutes a

week or more.  The Priory clock is a very

large two-train movement by Moore of

London, Figure 1, and was installed in

1837.  It drives two 10 foot diameter dials

on the south and north faces of the tower.

In 1906 a separate quarter movement was

added by Kemp of Bristol,and this sounds

the Westminster quarters.  At the same

time, the clock had its escapement

upgraded to a double three legged gravity,

Figure 2, and a zinc-iron compensation

pendulum was also incorporated. From

changes in the leading-off work, it looks as

though the clock case was moved

sideways to incorporate the new quarter

Table Showing Loss per Day Caused by Lowering Pendulum, by 1 Turn of the Rating Nut 

Rating 

nut  

Threads 

per  

inch 

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 

Pendulum 

Beat 

Loss in seconds per day caused by lowering the bob by one turn of the rating nut 

60 

beats/min 

1 second 

3.1 feet 

137.8 110.3 91.9 78.8 68.9 61.3 55.2 50.1 46.0 42.4 39.4 36.8 34.5 

45 

beats/min 

1.25 

second 

5.1 feet 

88.2 70.6 58.8 50.4 44.1 39.2 35.3 32.1 29.4 27.2 25.2 23.5 22.1 

40 

beats/min 

1.5 

Seconds 

7.3 feet 

61.3 49.0 40.9 35.0 30.6 27.2 24.5 22.3 20.4 18.9 17.5 16.3 15.3 

30 

beats/min 

2 Seconds 

13.1 feet 

34.5 27.6 23.0 19.7 17.2 15.3 13.8 12.5 11.5 10.6 9.9 9.2 8.6 

1. Installed in 1837, this clock by John Moore & Sons of Clerken-
well has given non-stop service to the church.  Sadly, the
wooden barrels were removed when the autowinders were fitted.

2. Since the escapement fitted in 1906 had to be fitted into
limited space the new gravity escapement is ill-proportioned
with a fly that is far too small.  Note the white mark on wheel and
collet added to detect any slippage.
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movement.  A new south dial was added, to replace a former

dial that had vanished, probably through decay due to the

action of the damp wind off the sea.

In 1963 E. Dent & Co Ltd installed automatic winding of the

Huyghens endless chain variety. The winding squares were

cut off and the wooden barrels removed. The winder

installation gave very many problems to the extent that Dent

abandoned it.  However, a local clock and watchmaker, Ron

Fox, came to the rescue and through his ingenuity the clock

and the winders were kept in good order for some 40 years

until eyesight problems forced him to retire. When I started

looking after the clock I made the bold claim that I would have

the clock keeping time to better than 15 seconds a week.  It

took some years before my claim was fulfilled. Once achieved,

the clock easily out-performed the 15 seconds promised,

turning in a rate of around a couple of seconds a week.

Finding the Fault

I went through the whole installation and cleared several minor

faults and then had the luck to find what I thought was the

problem. A minute hand counterbalance was loose and would

sometimes tilt one way, then the other. In one position the

counterbalance was clear of everything, in the other it rubbed

on some masonry for just a few minutes. Tightening the

counterbalance and some work with hammer and chisel on the

brickwork sorted the problem, but unfortunately the clock

continued to be unpredictable.

I wanted to produce a log of the clock’s performance but this

was impracticable on a daily basis even though my place of

work was close by.  A friend had given me an old Psion II

organiser, Figure 3, and this was used to achieve my

objective. The Psion is about the size of a chunky paperback;it

was once the peak of technology when it was launched in

1984. Nerds could pull out this early Personal Digital Assistant

(PDA), and try to impress their friends by entering

appointments into their electronic diary or making notes. It is a

tribute to Psion’s engineering that many early Psions still work;

they were built very robustly. I can testify to this having

dropped them a couple of times down a tower. However, early

Psions were less than user-friendly by today’s standards with

an ABC rather than QWERTY keyboard and a four line LCD

display.  Though way out of date, the Psion II had some very

useful features; a real-time clock, a programming language,

some memory and an interface slot.  In addition it was strong

and cheap.

The Basic-like language enabled me to produce a program

that when a key was pressed, logged the current time and

date into memory.  At a later date the memory could be read

and a graph produced.  By luck the Psion could be set to go

into sleep mode after a few minutes and then, when turned on

again, logged the time.  Another useful facility was the ‘top

slot’ interface connector that had a ‘turn on’ pin which when

shorted to ground, turned the Psion II on and initiated the

program.  Other programs were written to read the data out of

the memory, reading by reading, and to create and delete data

files.

By adding a mercury switch to the bell hammer lifting lever,

Figure 4, and making a connection to the top slot, the Psion

was then set to record every time the clock struck. Miniature

mercury switches are about the size of a neon bulb. I

eventually found these unreliable since the mercury globule

can sometimes stick to the two contact fingers. These

switches are no longer available and have been replaced by a

similar-sized metal can that contains a ball that makes a

contact. It was necessary to put a minute’s delay into the

program after the first blow was struck otherwise the time

would be logged as many times as the clock sounded the

hour. Today, Psion IIs can be found in car boot sales or on

eBay; prices are usually around £10.00 and there is plenty of

documentation on the net. Useful extras are data packs and a

computer link for up and downloading program files and data.

In use, I had an external battery and the system could take a

reading every hour and store a month of measurements in the

tiny 64kbyte memory. The Psion’s internal clock is not very

accurate: one I have gains about 4 seconds a week, but this

can be taken to be constant and observed readings amended

if necessary.

With the Psion II installed and teething problems overcome,

some useful data was logged. Initially this was entered

manually from the Psion into an Excel spreadsheet.

Eventually, I acquired a data link, the information was dumped

into my computer, reformatted in Word and copied into Excel.

Figure 5 shows the sort of graph produced and the variable

performance exhibited by the Priory clock.

Despite many attempts, I failed to locate the problem with the

clock, though I felt and knew the clock should be an excellent

timekeeper. During a routine service I noted that the arms on

the scape wheel were working loose, so the wheel was

removed to my workshop where it was refurbished.  The

movement was so bad that the holes in the collet that took the

taper pins had worn oval.  Holes were plugged, drilled, re-

pinned and on installation the clock ran with a new confident

beat but still performed poorly for timekeeping.  

3. The Psion II looks like a brick and is built like one too.  The
model LZ has a mere 64kbyte of memory but has a powerful
programming language. 

4. A mercury switch attached to the striking release lever of a
Benson clock.
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Whilst thinking about the problem, the Psion was connected to

an old end-to-end train clock at Berwick St. John church in

Wiltshire and once home of the famous maker William Monk.

It looks like Monk had converted an end-to-end train clock to

side-by-side with the addition of an anchor escapement.  The

clock had a somewhat variable rate. Part of the problem was

quickly traced to the strike release pins in the great wheel,

Figure 6. Originally the clock had one pin, but when it was

converted, the great wheel was made to do one turn in two

hours and this meant that a second strike release pin was

needed. This pin had not been placed exactly at 180º to the

first pin resulting in a half minute difference in the release.

This church clock had no dial, so timing it could only be done

by listening out for the strike. Depending on whether it was an

odd hour or an even hour, different time could be recorded.

Eventually, one pin was enlarged with a sleeve to bring the

releases to within seconds of each other.

In next month's issue Chris looks at using 
Microset Timers as part of his study.

5. The Priory clock’s performance over a week in 2002.  A loss of
a minute then swings into a gain of a minute.  Note the jitter in
the readings.  Initially I thought these were just a variation in the
let off but were in fact a key insight into the problem.

6. Two slightly mis-aligned pins on the great wheel produce a
half minute difference in the hour strike. Quite a problem, since
the clock has no dial.
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Timing Turret Clocks & Diagnosing Faults 2
by Chris McKay MBHI.

The MicroSet

In August 2005, I acquired a MicroSetTM clock and watch timer
which when applied to the Christchurch clock showed a gaining
rate of around a minute a day. Over the years lead weights had
been added to the pendulum for the purpose of rating; having a
hunch, I removed all the weights and the MicroSet then
reported a rate of gaining a second a day. After two days
Richard the verger rang to say the clock was several minutes
slow.  
At last the problem was about to be nailed: it could only be
something slipping. I returned to the clock and marked up all
wheels, collets, pinions and the centre wheel with white
corrector pen and departed with instructions for the verger to
contact me. Sure enough, a few days later the clock was
reported to be again a few minutes slow.  My visit revealed that
the spring setting clutch on the centre wheel had slipped a few
minutes. This was very annoying, since this was the most
obvious place for a problem to occur and I had checked this
several times before and it was always tight and markings
showed it did not slip. Murphy’s law is still working well. It
always had needed quite a lot of effort to set the dials.
However, the effect of wind on the two large 10-foot dials must
have been enough to make the clutch slip on a regular basis.
Slippage was imperceptible being only a few seconds in an
hour, but this soon added up to minutes a day.  
What happened was that the clock had a gaining rate and the
drive to the dials was slipping. In bad weather it slipped a lot
giving a losing rate, in good weather it slipped hardly at all so
the clock gained. If the slipping was at the same rate as the
clock gaining, then the clock appeared to be keeping good time.
Looking back at Figure 5 in Part 1, you can see that the jitter is

quite large, probably more than can be reasonably explained by
a variation in letting off the hour. This is most likely direct
evidence of the hand slippage, but was only spotted in
hindsight.
The centre wheel assembly was removed and serviced, the
retaining taper pin had set into a banana shape so a new one
was made and fitted. To give an idea of size, the central bevel
gears are 13 inches diameter and the friction spring is a brass
disc about 1/8th inch thick at its outer edge. In order to set the
dials to time a special spanner is fitted onto the setting arbor
square, the spanner is about 24 inches long and takes quite a
lot of effort to turn the hands!  
With the repaired centre wheel installed, the Priory clock was
started and instructions were again left with the verger.  After a
month of being busy, I called the Priory and enquired about the
clock. It was virtually spot-on. Over one period of 6 months
between being changed for summer and winter time, the clock
had not been altered at all and was about a minute and a half
out, indicating an error of about half a second a day.
The MicroSet, of course, does not need switches on a clock,
which is an advantage, but beware when logging what a clock
is up to. When using the Psion, I usually leave the mercury
switch connected to a clock under investigation since it is a bit
of a fiddle getting it set up correctly at exactly the right angle.
Late one night I had a phone call from a very senior police
officer who was conducting a search mission in a clock tower.
He asked if the mercury switch was anything to do with me, so
I explained what it was for and how I checked the rate of turret
clocks. ‘Good’ he said, ‘I can go home now’.  I never did find out
the exact details, but the next day there was a funeral at the
church with armed police swarming everywhere, snipers on the
clock tower and helicopters overhead.  Probably lots of VIPs
were attending, and there was some talk that the funeral was
for an SAS man.  Interesting thought for a novel… bomb set off
by the church clock!

The MicroSet in detail

My purchase of a MicroSet clock timer, Figure 7, was a bit like
buying my first vernier calliper, bench drill or micrometer; as
soon as I used it I never knew how I'd managed when I did not
have one. Today, prices for timer, software and a laser sensor
add up to about $650 which pans out to around £410. To this
must be added customs duty, VAT and the carrier’s customs
handling charge ending up with a price tag approaching £600.
This might seem expensive at first glance, but compared with a

7. The MicroSet 3.  There are various versions; the MicroSet 3 is
the top of the range with options for a data link, a data capture to
memory and comes with beat setting and other facilities.

8. MicroSet’s basic sensors: Top is a clip-on acoustic sensor
andbelow is the optical sensor. These is fine for domestic and
long-case clocks. 
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Swiss watch timer it is an astonishingly low price and I think
very good value.  As with any purchase of major equipment one
must look at what it will do for you and what time it will save.
The MicroSet timer was reviewed by the designer, Bryan
Mumford, in the HJ March 2006; the overview given is factual
and well-balanced. This timer is supplied with a microphone
and a small optical sensor, Figure 8. The optical sensor is
small, robust and intended for domestic use only.
I made my own durable optical sensor, Figure 9, that would
accommodate turret clock work. A small laser unit was mounted
in a tube, the beam shining onto a photo-diode in another tube;
a simple unit of electronics interfaced this to the MicroSet.  The
advantage of the laser sensor is that it can span a large
distance, Figure 10; the whole of a turret clock pendulum bob
if necessary. Sensor and laser were clipped onto one of two
plywood bases that can be easily customised for most turret
clock pendulum situations. Since the laser beam is so intense
the background illumination does not affect the system as can
sometimes happen with the supplied optical sensor.
I have heard of turret clock people using the small optical
sensor by Blu-tacking a cocktail stick onto the pallet frame or
getting the escape wheel teeth to interrupt the beam. This is
useful if you cannot access the bottom of the pendulum, but the
faster an item moves through a sensor beam, the more stable
the reading will be.

Bryan was very helpful in providing technical information. Since
the laser takes about 50mA, the small PP9 battery in the timer
would soon run down. I use an external mains power supply, or
where there is limited access to power in a tower, I take a small
12 Volt sealed lead-acid battery, the type often used inside
burglar alarms.
When I was taking measurements on the Christchurch
pendulum, I was puzzled that I often got two slightly different
readings. By a mixture of deduction and chance I found that if
the start button was pressed with the pendulum at the extreme
right of its swing, a different reading was obtained than if the
start had been pressed when the pendulum was at the extreme
left. The difference was only a second or so a day and only
appeared when the sensor was not at the exact centre of the
pendulum’s swing.  In use, the first task is to get the sensor into
position; this needs to be at the zero rest point of the pendulum
and a beat setting facility on the timer allows this to be set up
quickly and when done, the different readings problem goes
away.  
I have not really got my head around this minor issue, but I think
it is all to do with the optical beam having a finite diameter and
the sensor triggers the system at different times depending on
the direction in which the pendulum obscures the sensor.  
There are two basic uses for the MicroSet: bringing a clock to
time and diagnostics. Even getting a domestic clock to time is
not exactly straightforward with several things to consider, like
state of wind of the mainspring. Unfortunately, little has been
published on using the timer for diagnostics; I hope this article
will start other HJ readers sharing their experiences. I have
tried to show traces along with their interpretation which is not
always easy, but first, timing turret clocks.

Timing with the MicroSet

The first thing to do is to set the number of beats over which the
timer makes its measurement. For a clock with a 30 tooth scape
wheel set the count to 60, ie measurements are taken once per
turn of the scape wheel. The MicroSet then takes one reading,
divides it by 60 and returns the average. If you set the beat to
1, then you will see just how out of beat your clock is. Set the
count to 2 and you next see how round the scape wheel is!  So
keep to the recommended way.
The MicroSet reports the clock’s rate. This can be chosen as
beats per hour, in seconds per beat, or as an error in seconds
per day having been given the target rate.
My preference is to connect the MicroSet to a laptop, Figure

11, and use the data link and the supplied software to review

9. A home-designed laser sensor more appropriate for turret
clock work. The gap is set to about 100 mm, just fine for
spanning a rating thread; the gap can be increased to metres if
needed.

10. The laser sensor in use; the beam can be seen touching the
rating thread of a turret clock pendulum.

11. Together the MicroSet and a laptop make a powerful tool for
both timing and diagnostic work on turret clocks.
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what is happening in real time. Once set up, I enter the target
rate as the expected pendulum period calculated from a train
count and set the display to give the error in seconds per day
on the Y axis, since this gives what I think is a meaningful
measurement.  The software then takes every reading from the
MicroSet and displays this as time progresses. The clock trace
can be shown as either a column graph or as a line.  
Figure 12 shows a trace that spans 23 hours for St John’s
Church, Alkborough. The village is in the north of Lincolnshire
and the clock was made by James Harrison of Hull. The column
mode of display has been chosen. Note the two peaks about 12
hours apart. This is most probably due to temperature variation
acting on the plain wood rod pendulum that swings in the open
tower.  The figure shows the whole screen shot, but subsequent
graphs will be taken from Excel spreadsheets, since they offer
more flexible display options.
After the user sets the target rate, the other boxes on the top of
the display will report the average rate, what adjustment in
inches or mm is required to the pendulum to bring the clock to
time and a figure called instability. Instability is a measure of
how readings vary from the average, more about this figure
later on.  
Another mode of employment is to use the data capture which
is available as an extra option. Each reading is stored in the
MicroSet’s data capture memory and downloaded into the
computer at a later date.  A maximum of 8,125 readings may be
captured. This corresponds to over five days recording for a
clock with a seconds pendulum. Not every reading has to be
logged, e.g. every 10th reading could be logged giving a log of
many weeks of clock activity. For working up clock towers the
capture option is very useful so that a laptop, power supply and
extension leads do not have to be carried. Once down the tower
and back to civilisation the data is downloaded into a computer
and analysed. Of course leaving a MicroSet up a clock tower
means it is out of action for any other use and there has to be
a security issue though most towers are secure.
The saved file on the computer has an .mst extension and is a
simple text file, Figure 13, that records the semi period of the
clock pendulum in seconds. It is very easy to paste the data into
an Excel spreadsheet and then one can produce whatever
graphs you like, titles and notes are easily added and the axes
are completely under the user’s control.

12. A screen dump of what can be produced by the MicroSet.
Alkborough church clock has an uncompensated pendulum that
swings free in the church tower, so is subject to every
temperature variation. Vertical scale is error per day in seconds,
horizontal trace spans almost 23 hours. Overall the variation is
about 5 seconds on top of a losing rate of 6.8 seconds a day.

1005

2 1.1573404316878E-04

2 1

1 2

1 02-09-2006

2 02/09/06

2.000132 15:10:00

2.000135 15:15:00

2.000141 15:20:00

2.000152 15:25:00

2.00016 15:30:00

2.000159 15:35:00

2.000166 15:40:00

2.000166 15:45:00

2.000162 15:50:00

2.000167 15:55:00

2.00017 16:00:00

13. An example of an .mst file for Alkborough clock that has a 2
seconds pendulum.  After the preamble the first figures shows
the timing measurement in seconds and the second the time it
was logged into the computer.

14. A flat bed movement supplied in 1882 by Benson for Mr
Welch to go in his stable block at Southall Manor.  

15. Trace covering 9 turns of the Benson scape wheel.  The Y
axis shows 10 seconds per day error.
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I know a small Benson flatbed that gets used for
demonstrations, experiments and all sorts, Figure 14. Various
traces were taken to demonstrate some facilities of the timer.
It’s an odd little movement, the pendulum beating 1.0208333
seconds. Doing a train count and some sums show the
movement was designed to have hunting teeth. As an example
a 48 tooth wheel engages with a 7 leaf pinion, so a pinion leaf
works in contact with every tooth on the wheel in turn. In fact it
takes 48 x 7 = 336 turns of the pinion before the same leaf is
back in contact with its original mating tooth. Considering the
clock as a whole, it takes about 8 ¼ days for the train to go
through every combination of mating teeth.

Figure 15 shows a reading taken every two ticks of the Benson
scape wheel; note how the reading is highly erratic showing
inaccuracies in the scape wheel division and lengths of teeth.
It is vital to let a turret clock settle before making any
adjustments for timekeeping. In Figure 16 we see how it takes
an hour to settle from a large arc to its working arc, and another
hour to settle from a minimum arc to the working arc. The
pendulum of the little Benson is about 50 lbs and the clock is on
a wooden stand. For heavier pendulums securely fixed to a wall
it can well take several hours for the pendulum to settle to a
working arc. 
When using the MicroSet for adjusting a turret clock’s rate, it is
absolutely essential that the pendulum arc is at its working arc,
otherwise the effects of circular error and escapement error

16.Trace showing how pendulum amplitude affects rate.  The first part is where the pendulum was swung up to a large angle of
amplitude.  In the second part, the arc was reduced until it was only just escaping.  The period covered is about 3 hours.

17. A small laser module was fitted onto an old cast iron lamp
base.

18. The small mirror
was left permanently
on the pendulum rod.
Though rather out of
focus, the reader can
clearly see the
principle.
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conspire to give significant errors of tens of seconds, as can be
seen in Figure 16.
Not only must the pendulum settle to a working arc, but if it is
inside an enclosed pendulum box the door must be kept shut
for the duration of the measurement otherwise the tidal effect of

the pendulum moving the air is disturbed and the timing again
changes.
Often regulating a turret clock means stopping the pendulum,
for a clock with a heavy pendulum it may take a couple of hours
for the clock to return to its working arc which is very
inconvenient.  If the clock has a beat plate then a chalk mark
can be made to record the working arc and the pendulum could
be quickly stroked up to the correct working arc after
adjustment.  
On one clock on which I had to do a lot of work, the problem
was resolved by fixing a mirror on the pendulum rod. A laser,
Figure 17, then was directed at the mirror, Figure  18, so that
the reflected beam then appeared on a wall, Figure 19.  Chalk
lines were drawn on the wall to show the working arc allowing
a quick return to normal operation.
When a new suspension spring has been fitted, a MicroSet can
make the task of rating the turret clock very easy.  Suspension
springs have been noted to work harden, or perhaps stretch
into their clamps, so another visit to the clock after a month or
so is necessary to check the its performance.

In next month's Horological Journal, 

Chris looks at  diagnostics

18. The red dot of the laser dances up and down the wall, the
yellow arrow shows its position between the chalk marks. When
started, the pendulum had a distinct rolling action that could
hardly be seen by eye but the motion was magnified by the
mirror system.
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by Chris McKay MBHI.
I think it really is in the field of diagnostics that the MicroSet

shines.  The following examples are when something about

the clock under test was revealed.  It is important to note that

clocks are not perfect, so irregularities can be expected.  The

problem I have is just to what magnitude one should expect to

find the irregularities.

Tests were conducted on a small A-frame single train

movement by Joyce of Whitchurch, Figure 20.  This had done

over a hundred years' service in a British Rail station that was

closed and demolished in the 1960s.  Overall, the movement

was worn, with the solid pinion leaves and pallets being a little

cut, but not to a bad extent.  A run for 24 hours, Figure 21,

revealed little beyond the irregular gearing on the second

wheel.

Chertsey church has a very solid three train flat bed by Smith

of Derby with a gravity escapement, Figure 22. Figure 23

shows the end of a trace that was taken overnight. The

arrowed incidents show when the clock was striking, was

wound and when the bells were rung for a service. Two large

wooden beams support the clock movement and these are let

into opposite walls of the tower. The pendulum hangs from a

bracket on the clock movement.  In this case, the question is

‘Were these anomalies caused by movement in the clock, or in

the floor that the sensor was placed on?’ It would seem to

need looking at with a three axis accelerometer and a

computer, but that will have to be another project.

Another A-frame movement was logged, Figure 24, that a

friend had installed on his house.  The trace revealed a strong

cyclic pattern repeated every hour, probably indicating a

damaged tooth on the centre wheel.  Subsequent examination

by the owner revealed my diagnosis was wrong. In fact, the

hour hand counterbalance just brushed against some

woodwork at 25 minutes past the hour. Quick work with a

chisel solved the problem.

Figure 20. Small A-frame movement by Joyce dated 1854.

Figure 21. Trace covering a run of one hour.  Note the cyclic
nature of variations, which can be attributed to imperfect
gearing on the second wheel that turns 8 times in an hour.

Figure 22. Chertsey, St Peter’s Church.  Smith of Derby clock of
1892.

Figure 23. Chertsey, St Peter’s Church.  Anomalous behaviour
caused by movements of people and bells.

Figure 24. A small A-frame by Stewart of Glasgow, 1906.  The
clock keeps good time but note the obvious fault every hour.
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Milton Abbas is a pretty village a mile from Milton Abbey.  The

street of picturesque identical whitewashed and thatched

cottages was constructed in 1773 by Joseph Damer, owner of

the large house that was close to the Abbey church.  Damer

found the village that was then just outside his house an

eyesore, so he moved all the villagers out into Milton Abbas

and had the village demolished.  Whenever I passed through

the village the church clock always showed a different error.

During a clock tour of the locality I showed my visitors the fine

clock here by Arnold of Childe Okeford, Figure 25.  The clock

is a two-train four posted movement with deadbeat

escapement that drives just one dial.  I noticed the pallets had

been bottoming in the roots of the ‘scape wheel.  The evidence

was a polished mark in the oily mess, Figure 28, that passed

for lubrication.

Some years later, the clock stopped and the churchwarden

was unable to get the clock going so my advice was sought.

Having first seen the clock about 30 years ago I was familiar

with its history.  Captain Hardy, who lived nearby, had made an

ingenious automatic winder that only used one motor to wind

the two trains. Unfortunately, the winder employed 30-hour

clock chains that stretched and the slipping clutches on the

motor wore. At some time the winder was replaced and

conventional roller chains used, Figure 19 (April's HJ). The

principle is the Huygen’s endless chain, but the switching is

initiated at half past the hour by a micro switch activated by the

hour release pin on the centre wheel.

The solution for the stopped clock was simple: activate the

micro-switch to get the clock wound up and give the pendulum

a swing. Once done, the MicroSet was installed and left for

several hours. On my return, the trace, Figure 27, was most

telling, showing excessive gaining bouts after the clock had

settled down.  Two gaining peaks were seen, each at about

half-past the hour.  I met a problem like this some years earlier

that took me weeks to solve, but with that experience under

my belt, I knew instantly what the cause was.

The driving weight is quite small, about 10lbs, and when

almost down had descended about 8 feet from its starting

point.  A large variation in driving force was being caused by

the effect of the additional weight of the roller chain. The

variation is compounded by the lack of chain on the

counterbalance side. This means that just before the

automatic winder was set going at about half-past the hour the

torque was at a maximum, going to a minimum when the

Figure 25. Milton Abbas church clock.  Dated 1787 it is by John
Arnold of Childe Okeford.

Figure 26. The existing automatic winders.  On the left the top of
the going train weight can just be seen.  The electrical wiring is
an excellent example of poor practice.

Figure 27. MicroSet trace covering three hours. Note the two
peaks when the pallets started bottoming in the ‘scape wheel’.

Figure 28. Evidence of the pallets bottoming in the escape
wheel, note the bright marks in the wheel tooth roots and the
non-acting face of the pallet polished by rubbing on the backs of
the teeth.
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weight was fully wound.  A short-term fix was to hang a bit

more weight on the counterbalance to reduce the overall

driving force.

Fortunately the clock is now looked after by a man who lives

almost exactly opposite the church and any error is quickly

corrected.

Measurements were made on a Potts three train movement

with gravity escapement, Figure 29, that was on display in the

Dorset Collection of Clocks at Owermoigne. The clock came

from Sharrow church in Sheffield that was declared redundant

after being found structurally unsound. Due to a defect,

probably the suspension spring being bent, the pendulum

snakes quite noticeably.  The effect is to produce a trace,

Figure 30, which is a composite of the frequency of the

snaking, the period of the pendulum and the sampling

frequency.  

In the BHI collection is an incredibly solid A frame single-train

movement with a dead beat escapement by Bell of

Manchester, Figure 31. A compensation pendulum is

employed, using the standard construction used on turret

clocks: concentric tubes of iron and zinc.  Whilst tutoring a

turret clock course at Upton Hall, I had the MicroSet set up on

the Bell clock.  Since the frame is not rigid, the pendulum

quickly settles to a working arc.

Suddenly, one of the students noted a marked change in the

clock’s rate; it had started to lose.  Brilliant sunshine streamed

through the ballroom window onto the clock. It was obvious

that the pendulum was being heated up.  Drawing the curtain

cut off the heat and slowly the rate returned towards its

original.  A bit later on the sun had moved round sufficiently to

shine through another window. As before, the clock started to

lose, see the trace, Figure 32.

Figure 29. A fine flatbed by Potts of Leeds from Sharrow Church,
Sheffield. Photo courtesy Dorset Collection of Clocks, Owermoigne.

Figure 30. The effect of snaking of a pendulum.
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But the pendulum was a compensation one, so why the

problem?  The answer is that the suspension spring and the

top of the rod was warmed. The lower part was to some extent

in the shade and due to its large thermal mass, did not have

time to respond.  Conclusion: compensation pendulums have

a delay in responding to temperature changes; for rapid

temperature changes the compensation is ineffective.  One

church clock I know has been auto-wound and re-positioned

high up in the ringing room.  A small window next to the clock

admits bright sunlight (when we get the sun, that is!) that

warms up the simple iron pendulum.  A hardboard shutter

improved the situation.

During my Big Ben researches I was invited to visit Oakham

church in Rutland. This has a nice two train movement by Dent

dated 1858, it has a single three legged gravity escapement of

the early type with short gravity arms, Figure 33.  When I saw

the clock, I noticed that the fly was loose and I stated that the

clock would be a very poor timekeeper.  My host was amazed

by my deduction and confirmed that the clock was seldom

right.  Single three-legged gravity escapements are prone to

trip, even if the fly is working correctly.  I was invited to fix the

clock so I returned a month later with my toolbox and

MicroSet.  The first job was to see what the clock was doing

and a losing rate of 5 minutes a day was measured.  Whilst

tightening the fly it was also found that the bearing block of the

escape wheel was loose to the extent that sometimes it would

ride up and then with the train disengaged… whizzz, the clock

had gained a minute!   

So the faults in the clock had been to some extent of

compensated for by adjusting the pendulum.  Once everything

was tightened up, the pendulum was brought to time and I

departed for home.  There was then a slightly embarrassing

situation when I was asked to produce a report and send a

copy to the clockmaker who was paid for servicing the clock.

Had I been aware that it was under a contract I would have

asked for the church to arrange for the clockmaker to be

present when I did my tests.  Well anyone who works on turret

clocks knows that no news is good news so after some time I

rang the clockwinder to see how things were going.  He

apologised that he had not set the clock to correct time since

my visit; it was 30 seconds out, an error of about half a second

a day.                                                 

Next month – New Developments

Figure 31. Single train movement signed Bell of Manchester but
having many characteristics of Cooke of York.

Figure 32. MicroSet trace over about 8 hours. Note the initial
losing rate due to temperature rise, then the recovery once the
curtains had been drawn.  Also, the losing again when the sun
had moved round a few hours later.

Figure 33. The single three legged gravity escapement of
Oakham Church.
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by Chris McKay MBHI.

New developments
Modern technology has produced micro-miniature data loggers

that cost from about £30 to £60.  Sizes are about that of a key

tag; they record data like temperature at preset intervals, this

data can then be downloaded from the flash memory into a

computer. Interfaces used are infra red, Bluetooth wireless,

serial link or now the very convenient USB interface.  One use

of such loggers is in the food industry where the temperature of

a fridge or freezer can be taken, logged and kept for quality and

legal requirements.  

Figure 34 shows the modern miniature USB temperature

logger that I purchased, it is model EL-USB-1 and is made by

Lascar.  It can log up to 16,382k readings.  At one reading per

hour that is storage enough for over two years of data.  Sample

rate can be set from every 10 seconds to once a day. 

Figure 35 was produced from graphing software supplied with

the logger.  Data is in a simple text format that can be loaded

into a spreadsheet.  The MicroSet can be purchased with a

temperature logging option, and the option can be fitted in

retrospect.

On several occasions, I have left a maximum-minimum

thermometer in a church clock case.  Temperature variations

were generally not more than 10°C over a period of 6 months.

Massive stone walls and lack of drafts often ensure that a

decent environment is given to turret clocks.

The temperature logger was left in the clock case at Milton

Abbey church and the trace showed a diurnal temperature

variation of 6°C.  The void of the church roof can be accessed

by an opening in the rear of the clock case.  Obviously as the

sun heated the roof the temperature in the clock case rose.  The

first day, Figure 36, shows the temperature peaking at 3pm and

then falling at night reaching a low at 7am

Using the Psion organiser to log turret clocks was a good

starting point for me, but the technology is old and the means

to transfer data from organiser to computer is clumsy.

Fortunately, I came across a device that was exactly what I

needed.  In the data logging world there is a device called an

event logger. This basically logs the time when something

happens, usually a switch closing.  However, since such

devices are by no means as commonly used as temperature

loggers, their price and availability have until very recently put

them out of court.  About mid 2011 Lascar brought out a USB

event logger as an addition to their range to which my

temperature logger belonged, its type number is EL-USB-5,

Figure 37.  I purchased one for £70, but the price has already

dropped to £50. I found it extremely easy to set up. The user

has the choice of the logger being triggered by either rising or

falling edge and by using an external voltage or by adding a

switch to the logger.  Plug it into a USB port and choose the

options and you are logging.  Incorporated into the dust cap is

a USB socket that mates with the USB plug on the end of the

device.  A pair of terminals in the cap provides an easy means

to connect the logger to whatever circuit is required.  When

logging a green LED flashes every 10 seconds and a red one

34. A miniature temperature data logger.

35. A 24 hour run logged whilst testing the Joyce A Frame.
Initially the logger cools down quickly and then we see the
variation is only 2ºC over 24 hours. The day was overcast and
windless.

36. A five day run showing daily variation.

37. The event logger showing the connection terminals in the
cap.
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flashes when an event is logged, which is very useful when

setting things up.  Downloading data is quick and easy, the

information being saved in a text file. Storage is for 32,510

events, equivalent to logging an event every quarter of an hour

for almost a year.

The EL-USB-5 can count events andin this mode it does not log

times, it only counts.  I am sure there is a horological use there

somewhere, but I am not sure what it might be.

Both of these loggers take a 3.6 Volt lithium battery.  This is the

½ AA size and not the slightly larger CR2 as I found when I tried

to fit one. Battery life is stated as 1 year minimum.

In the past I found that fitting a suitable switch, like a mercury

tilt switch, onto a turret clock that activates on the hour is not

that easy and this involved a lot of trial and error to get the

angle exactly right.  For the miniature switches that I used there

was a tendency for the mercury to stick and not always close

the contacts.  This led me to working out a reliable means that

would be easy to set up.  The solution was to attach a magnet

to one of the striking train arbors, the fly, second wheel or third

wheel in a position that was underneath the arbor when the

train was locked; a sticky pad and some cable ties were used

for securing, Figure 38.  By choosing the arbor that turns once

for every blow struck, the number of blows can be counted if

required.  A reed switch was then positioned nearby so that

when the arbor turned the switch was activated by the magnet

on the arbor.  Initially, I used a domestic burglar alarm magnet

and reed switch. It was fixed to piece of wood and this in turn

held by one of those wonderful easy use quick-grip clamps.  An

improved switch and magnet was soon devised.

Do not think of using a powerful neodymium magnet on the

arbor. Attaching the magnet would be no issue, however these

magnets do not have a conventional north – south polarisation.

Instead, they are magnetised to produce numerous small

magnet zones close together. This is ideal for a magnet that

needs to stick, but is no good for operating reed switches.  

Of course, the reed switch would close for every turn of the

arbor and this would log many extra events.  Fortunately the

EL-USB-5 has an output impedance of 100kΩ so adding a

capacitor of about 100μF across the switch produces a time

delay of about 7 seconds, so only the first closure is logged.

After the switch closes and opens, the system needs to wait 7

seconds before it can again record an event. This period allows

even the slow strokes of Big Ben to be accommodated.  A small

resistor of 18Ω in series with the capacitor was included to

protect the switch contacts from a high surge current as the

capacitor was discharged by the switch closure.  Since the

logger cannot log more than 2 events a second, contact bounce

on switches will not cause spurious readings.  With the magnet

on the arbor that turns once for each blow and the capacitor

disabled, this could be useful to check if the striking train has

sounded the correct number of blows, but it would require a

manual examination of the logged events.

Rather than use the cap with its terminals I bought a USB

extension lead and cut the plug off and connected this end to

the switch and had a neat free socket into which the logger

could be plugged.  I later made up my own magnet and relay

assemblies encapsulating them with heart shrink tubing so they

were easier to fix to a clock.

Data from the logger is just a simple text file that lists event

number, date and time. I spent some time developing a

spreadsheet that would, with minimal editing, produce a graph

from the text data that was just cut and pasted into the

spreadsheet.  

A Thwaites and Reed clock of 1837 that runs in a domestic

environment was chosen for the first test. This had an iron rod

pendulum of about 5 feet long and beats 1.2307 seconds or

2925 beats per hour.  After a run of three days the data was

downloaded, then cut and pasted from the simple text file into a

spreadsheet.  Figure 37 shows the trace for the three day run.

During the test period the temperature was logged and this only

varied by 3ºC.

At first glance the performance of the Thwaites clock looks

rather poor, but the vertical scale is in one second a day

divisions.  On most turret clocks the centre wheel is driven by

the 2nd wheel and inevitably there is some backlash.  Using a

feeler gauge this was measured and estimated at equivalent to

±5 seconds.  Since this clock beats 2925 beats per hour, the

release cam advances something like 0.004” per tick.  There is

thus some uncertainty as to exactly which ‘tick’ the release

lever drops off.  As a guess this might be ±5 beats, so we now

have something like a ±10 second window in which the striking

can be released.  This has to be taken into account when

interpreting graphs of a clock’s performance.  This is what the

graph is probably showing.  

To check this I put a brake on the centre wheel to eliminate

backlash. I used a piece of braided rope running over the

38. The reed switch is at the bottom of the white box, the yellow
heat shrink sleeve houses the magnet that has been attached to
the second wheel arbor.  The switch on the box allows for the
selection of a delay for normal operation, or no delay when
blows struck are to be counted.

39.The performance of a Thwaites and Reed clock of 1837
displayed in a domestic environment.
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leading off arbor and weighted to keep it in tension.  Readings

were made over three days and a graph plotted.

The result was somewhat astonishing: there were clearly

different readings on even and odd hours.  Since the clock has

an odd number of beats per hour one might expect, if

everything were perfect, that the striking train would be

released on an even tick on one hour and an odd tick the next

hour.  This was checked but it was found that in the main the

release took place when the pendulum swung to the left.  This

meant that the release was about 2.5 seconds out on alternate

hours.  Whatever is causing the irregularity is debatable but one

thing is for sure my estimate of ±5 beats for this particular clock

was a little too wide.  This oddity is of no real consequence for

the timekeeping of this clock, but it does serve to demonstrate

the sort of issues that can be uncovered by accurate

monitoring.

I discussed this with a friend who told me of one turret clock he

worked on where the backlash in the centre arbor amounted to

half a minute.  This led to what appeared to be an erratic clock,

but it was in fact a very good timekeeper.

The USB loggers do not boast accurate internal clocks. The

initial specification for the logger was ±2 seconds a day but has

now been broadened to ±3 seconds a day.  Now this is pretty

useless for logging a good turret clock, but I guess is really the

result of the manufacturer buying in low-cost commercial

crystals for the clock electronics.  Crystal manufacturers often

test their products and sell the more accurate crystals at a

higher specification. This results in what is known as a ‘bathtub’

distribution, resulting in a sample of the lower specification

crystals being mostly towards the limits with few, if any, being

spot on.

I hoped that the rate of the USB timer would be a constant gain

or loss and a run over several weeks confirmed this to be the

case.  A press switch was connected to the logger and pressed

to give a time signal from the six pips from an analogue radio.

My initial tests used a radio-controlled clock and that showed

some very odd variations due to how the clocks operated; and

hence my letter in the HJ October 2011.

My event logger showed a daily loss of 2.08 seconds, just out

of its specification, but no problems since it was necessary for

accurate work to get the spreadsheet to subtract this error from

the results.  Absolute accuracy is not really the key factor,

seeing clock variations and trying to determine why is the more

important.

With the logger removed from the clock, the final action was to

record a time signal in order to confirm the rate of the logger’s

internal clock.  Incidentally the logger gets its initial time from

the computer on which it is set up.  Computer clocks drift

around but the XP operating system I use allows the internal

clock to be synchronised with an internet time server every

week.  Synchronisation can be initiated manually and is

recommended before any accurate measurements are made.

Alternatively a time signal can be recorded at the start of the

logging period.

40. The performance of a Thwaites and Reed clock of 1837
displayed in a domestic environment.

41. Milton Abbey clock before restoration.  Work carried out
conserved the original paintwork and brass lacquering.

Turret Clock Forum
Wednesday 12th September 2012

Hot on the heels of its success in 2010, the Turret Clock Forum returns with a vengeance this

year, with a host of speakers addressing the theme of  ‘Automatic Regulation and

Correction of Turret Clocks’.

Organiser Chris McKay MBHI says this event promises to be every bit as good, if not better,

than previous years, and urges members to book early to avoid disappointment. The Forum

will get under way at 9.15am and,  following the Chairman's Introduction, by Richard Thomas

MBHI, there will be ‘A Short History of Turret Clock Correction’, by Chris McKay MBHI. This

will be followed by ‘Pendulum Correction by Intermittent Contact’ by Rob Youngs of Tempus

Consulting, and ‘A Mechanical Pendulum Regulator’, by Eric Beardow MBHI of Smith of

Derby. Richard White MBHI follows with his talk entitled ‘A Magnetic Pendulum Regulator’,

followed by  the final session in the morning ‘Wheel Cutting’ with Peter Watkinson FBHI.

After lunch, Guest Speaker, Dr Maris Addomine, will give a presentation on ‘A 14th Century

Turret Clock in Northern Italy’. Keith Scobie Youngs FBHI ACR is next up with ‘Servicing

Waiting Train Clocks’, followed by Rupert Griffin, of St Mary's Church, Oxford, with his talk

‘Back to Winding by Hand’. Edward Bacon and Andrew Carter present ‘Winding Turret Clocks

in York: A New Solution’, with Derek Frampton MBHI giving the final talk on the ‘Diocesan Clocks Advisers' Forum’.

The Forum will end with a discussion and the Chairman's Concluding Remarks at 5pm. The programme is subject to change for

timing and content. Price, including buffet lunch, is £25 per person. A booking form is included with this HJ.
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Chris McKay MBHI concludes his study.
Milton Abbey is a large impressive Dorset church that is only a

dozen yards from the house of the same name. Today the

house is an independent boys’ school that is in the process of

expanding and adapting to a co-educational intake. The Abbey

is no longer a parish church but the school uses it regularly for

services and it serves as a fine venue for weddings. The

Abbey clock is a large three train posted movement (Figure

41 in Part 4, HJ June 2012) signed Henry Ward of Blandford

1804, but was in fact supplied by John Thwaites of London.

After an overhaul and an automatic winder fitted to the going

train, the clock had a very variable rate. I think for this job my

school report might have said ‘could do better’ on this project

but there were other circumstances. 

The Milton Abbey exercise spanned several years; I could not

regularly visit the Abbey and the dial is rather difficult to read

since it could do with a repaint and gilding.  The dial looks over

an expanse of lawn and the paths round it are not major

thoroughfares. This meant the clock could get a very long way

out before anyone noticed, and I guess that few people even

knew that the clock was working. Experience is a hard

teacher; looking back the lessons learnt were invaluable.

Fortunately, I was instilled with a ‘don’t give up’ culture,

hammered into me during my years in industrial engineering.

I finally noticed that just occasionally the tip of one particular

tooth dropped onto the transition of the locking and impulse

faces rather than onto the locking face of the dead beat

pallets.  

Since the pallets, Figures 43 & 44, were hardly worn after 200

years of service I haddecided not to reface them when the

clock was restored. This error would more than account for the

odd results measured with the MicroSet. I then went back to a

previous set of readings I had taken (I keep all my timing files);

these were taken every two beats so were really looking at the

escape wheel. There was a large discrepancy every turn of the

escape wheel confirming the problem and the instability

reading was 27 seconds a day.  

The pendulum is suspended from a substantial cast-iron

bracket let into the wall; on the top there is a screw adjuster to

raise or lower the pendulum and the suspension spring

passes through brass chops. I had to fit a new suspension

spring and refit the chops since they were all loose due to the

screws rusting away. The clock never seemed to respond to

altering the pendulum so I always suspected the suspension.

Timing accuracy depends mainly on the pendulum and the

escapement, so this particular escapement error was throwing

the timing miles out and threw me as well.

Since the pallets were adjustable, the span was closed in a

small amount and some time later a two-week run using the

USB logger showed an astonishingly steady losing rate of a

minute a day, Figure 42. One minor problem encountered was

the miniature mercury tilt switch that sometimes did not make

contact, a problem already mentioned, but this was

accommodated in the spreadsheet.  An adjustment was made

to the pendulum and when I returned 10 days later the clock

was gaining about a minute a week showing that the

pendulum adjuster was certainly working.

The spreadsheet graph showed an almost dead-straight line,

indicating a losing rate of about 2.3 seconds an hour.

Scanning the graph day by day showed nothing significant in

the way of deviation.

I later returned with the MicroSet and confirmed several

things.  First the instability was now only 6 seconds a day and

the large spike seen on the early tests had vanished, Figures

45 & 46.  Several corrections were made to the pendulum and

a very acceptable rate of better than 10 seconds a week was

achieved.

Milton Abbey School has now asked me to get the hour

striking re-instated and there is an enthusiastic caretaker to

look after the clock. Timekeeping will soon be of great

importance.  Looking back on the history of this project there

are things I could have done better, like spotting the faulty

escapement a lot earlier – but oh, that hindsight were

foresight!  I hope others learn from my experience.42. With the escapement corrected the clock data from the event
logger showed a very steady rate losing almost a minute a day.

43. Milton Abbey clock pallets before restoration.

44. Before restoration;  the pallets showing two hundred years
of wear.  The pallets were only cleaned and no attempt was made
to reface them.
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Shapwick church, again in Dorset, has a wrought iron cage

frame made by the Cloud family of Beaminster about 1730,

Figure 47. The clock had not been running for decades and

following a refurbishment and the addition of automatic

winders, the time was again being tolled over the village since

the clock has no dial.  After running for a year the timekeeping

was way out.  A visit revealed that the pallets were bottoming

in the escape wheel roots.  It is common to find that automatic

winder gears polish up in a year and deliver more torque.  In

addition there was probably a running-in of the clock since the

worn pinions were made up with weld and re-profiled.

Removal of some weight solved the problem and the event

logger was set up for a run for nine days. Data collected

showed a loss of two minutes a day, Figure 48, but a very

regular loss so that was soon to be corrected by raising the

pendulum bob.  The spreadsheet was corrected for one day to

remove the losing rate and Figure 50 produced.  The variation

from the mean was never more than four seconds from the

mean from one hour to another, truly a remarkable

performance for an early 18th century clock.

The last clock to be monitored was at Berwick St. John in

Wiltshire, home of the 18th century clockmaker William Monk

who made the clock in Wimborne Minster.  The church clock is

a pre-pendulum clock that has been converted to having the

trains side-by-side with a pendulum and anchor escapement

added.  Figure 49 shows the overall performance of the clock

during a run of six weeks.  At first glance the clock’s behaviour

looks bad but there is an explanation. The old pendulum rod is

wrought iron; its thread is in poor condition and the rating nut

is loose. The clock keeper has corrected the clock and

adjusted the pendulum, but with little effect.  Sometimes one

finds that with an ancient clock like this that turning the rating

nut up can actually lower the pendulum due to a drunken

thread, a poorly fitting nut and a non flat bottom of the

pendulum bob.  The solution for this clock is to have it running

a bit slow and add U shaped correction weights onto the

pendulum above the bob.

Figure 50 shows part of the full run of just one week.

Although losing just over a minute a day, the rate is actually

consistent with only a small departure from the mean.  The

zig-zag line represents the difference in the two let-off pins

now reduced to 10 seconds.

Radio Monitoring of Turret Clocks

In 1913 Alfred Ball of Gents of Leicester and co-author of the

book Electrical Horology by Langman and Ball, experimented

with monitoring eight turret clocks in the city of Leicester using

radio.  A spark transmitter in each clock tower would produce a

signal at a set number of minutes past the hour and this was

45. Screen dump from the MicroSet.  Four turns of the escape
wheel showed the faulty tooth.  Instability 27 seconds a day.

46. With the pallets adjusted, the erratic performance was
significantly improved.  Instability 9 seconds a day.

47. Shapwick church clock.

48. A one day run for Shapwick clock.  The trace has been
corrected to remove the losing rate.  The graph shows the
deviation from the mean rate.  Over a day it is never more than
four seconds out, an astonishing performance for a clock that is
probably 270 years old.

49. A six week record of Berwick St. John clock.  Note the
incidents of clock correction.
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received by a base station. The eight clocks were arranged to

follow one another in sending their time signals. The timing

exercise started with the operator receiving a time signal from

the Eiffel Tower and checking the master clock.  With this done

the performance of the eight clocks could be recorded all

without leaving the office. If a clock was found to be outside

acceptable limits a man could be despatched to make the

appropriate corrections.  Ball’s experiments were curtailed by

World War 1 and he was obliged to surrender his radio

equipment.  It looks like Gents never commercially pursued

Ball’s monitoring of clocks by radio.

I was starting to think about doing something similar, but up to

date by modifying an old mobile phone of mine such that it

would automatically answer.  I would then place it in a tower

and I could ring it just before the hour and hear the clock

strike.  Whilst relating my plans to a friend he told me he was

already doing that with a turret clock in a Town Hall that he

looked after and I did not have to bother since all I had to do

was buy a spy bug.  Politely called a Phone Surveillance

Device it is in fact intended to be a spy bug. This is basically a

mobile phone that does not ring.  Insert a working SIM card,

dial the number, the bug auto-answers and you can listen in to

conversations, then you just ring off when your bugging has

finished.  

It’s sad world that needs such devices, and it is illegal to use

them as a bug.  But for monitoring a turret clock they are

legitimate and ideal.  A search on eBay revealed no end of

such devices and I soon found one available in the UK (many

come from Hong Kong and China and can take several weeks

to arrive) and I made a purchase for just £20.00, Figure 51.

Added to this was £10.00 for a SIM card with its first top up

and I was ready to run.

The use is obvious: install the monitor close to the clock or

bells, you ring the monitor a minute before the hour or quarter,

you wait and then hear the clock striking.  A church where I

had a need to monitor the clock was in a rural area and whilst

my mobile could just about manage a connection to conduct a

conversation, it was not possible to ring the clock monitor.  No

doubt the monitor’s receiver module does not have the

sensitivity of modern mobiles.  The next application I had was

a church in a deep valley and that was totally unreachable by

mobile phone.  

A real need soon emerged.  Wimborne Minster's clock, Figure

52, has had a history of erratic problems with its autowinders

over the past few years.  These were eventually traced by one

of the ringers with electronic knowledge to worn brushes on

the DC motors.  I helped him fit new brushes and all returned

to normal.  Not long after one of the winder lines broke; a

complete mystery since the break showed all the signs of

chafing, but there was nothing for the line to chafe on.  I

offered the use of the clock monitor and permission was duly

granted with the proviso that the number should be

confidential.  The monitor was in use for 2 months and left

plugged in to its charger all the time.

Using the monitor is really simple; just ring the number a

minute before the hour or quarter and listen.  No travel, no

gaining access, no climbing the tower; ‘I can even check the

clock without leaving my bed’ said the man who looks after the

clock.  The monitor removes the need for a local person to

check the clock.  At one church where I look after the clock I

was greeted by a lady who said the clock was ‘Five minutes

fast’. It was, however, spot on. ‘I checked it against my car

clock’ she said revealing the trust some people put in their

personal clocks and watches.

On a point of courtesy, it would be wise to explain to a

responsible person involved with the clock how monitoring the

clock by a phone link works and how it can help.  Using the

term ‘spy bug’ will almost certainly engender resistance to the

project; if people thought they were being spied on a lot of bad

feeling could be generated. So I used the term ‘Clock Monitor’

or ‘Clock Listener’ to explain the device and major on its

application and to de-emphasise any eavesdropping

connotations.

50. A one week record of Berwick St. John clock.  Despite a
large losing rate, the departure from the mean shown by the red
line, is within 30 seconds at the worst and is generally within 15
seconds. 

51. The telephone monitor with its charger.

52. Made by William Monk and installed in 1742 at a cost of £25,
Wimborne's clock drives an internal medieval astronomical dial
and operates an external jack.
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Conclusions

Checking a turret clock with an electronic timer can reveal

problems that would not normally be caught by a manual

examination.  The process is, however, time-consuming and

demands a good understanding of horology and, in particular,

understanding of turret clocks.  However, when a clock has

had a history of problems, suitable monitoring might locate an

issue that if not found, might have led to the clock being

dismissed as ‘worn out’ or ‘beyond economic repair’ and ‘must

be replaced by a modern movement’.

Ideally three devices are needed for timing and diagnosing

turret clocks; a long term one like an event logger that can

cover days or preferably weeks, a short-term one like a

MicroSet for getting to time and analysing clock performance,

and a remote telephone monitor to keep an eye on a clock.

The MicroSet can help to bring a clock to time quickly but

needs to be used carefully on turret clocks since the pendulum

arc must be stable before taking any readings.  The addition of

a mirror on the pendulum and a laser to indicate arc allows

pendulum alterations to be made quickly and repeatedly.

Short term timing and the instability measurement are the

most useful but leaving the timer on the clock for days can

reveal problems.  Checking the escape wheel for a few turns

should also be done.  The MicroSet offers plenty of potential

for analysing clock performance beyond simple timing.  The

designer and maker, Bryan Mumford has always been most

prompt and helpful replying to my queries.  The overall cost is

quite high compared with USB logger but low compared with

other clock and watch timers.

A USB event logger like the Lascar UL-USB-5 is a very good

low-cost solution to log the long-term performance of a turret

clock but data gained would have to be corrected for the

inherent error of the logger’s internal clock.  The user needs to

be competent with spreadsheet manipulation to get good

graphs.  Lascar were also very helpful when I had a problem.

Using a telephone monitor is a very low cost way of making

sure a clock is running and on time.  This can be useful if a

clock has a history of stopping but ideally needs a power

socket inside the tower and certainly permission to use it.

Mobile networks do not always cover rural areas so a

telephone monitor might not be any use in some instances.

The first part of this article started with a quote from Lord

Kelvin ‘When you are face to face with a difficulty, you are up

against a discovery’.  How true this was. Looking back, this

project has deepened my understanding of turret clocks and

has been a very worthwhile exercise.  If Christchurch Priory’s

clock had not misbehaved then I doubt if I would have

discovered much; I hope that readers will be inspired to carry

out some investigative timing of their own.

Chris McKay MBHI

Saturday Afternoon 
Meetings

I believe that the BHI has an opportunity

to increase attendance at local branch

meetings and also the membership of

the BHI, by holding alternate monthly

branch meetings on Saturday

afternoons.  Older members are less

inclined to travel in the evening,

particularly in the winter and I know that

some would welcome more accessible

meetings on a Saturday afternoon.

I have suggested this at several

branches I have attended in the past

and have met with a robust rejection

from the members present at the

evening meeting. They seemed

unwilling to accept that the members

who would have supported the proposal

were not there to do so.  Given that

branch meetings are held in the evening

it is unlikely that this proposal will ever

get a fair hearing unless it is discussed

by the whole membership in the pages

of the HJ.  Given our aging and

declining membership and the need to

meet our members needs, I call upon

the BHI management to promote this

proposal and urge the local branches to

give alternate Saturday meetings a

year's trial. Come on BHI, be positive

and give it a go.  Winkle out our

members who read the HJ and but

rarely go to a meeting.  We could even

gain some new BHI members as well.

Richard French

Onion Crowns
I was very interested to read the article

by Guy Gibbons in the May issue on

knurling, particularly the remarks at the

end regarding the crown of a keyless

watch by Negretti & Zambra. This style

of crown, often called an ‘onion crown’

for obvious reasons, was used on

watches of the late nineteenth century

to 1920s, particularly on those made by

the company of François Borgel of

Geneva, including wrist watches such

as the one in the picture, which in the

Borgel design have a stem tube similar

to the pendant of a pocket watch due to

the details of their screw construction. 

I have a number of Borgel watches that

need replacement crowns of this type

and similar thoughts about how they

were made have passed through my

mind. I would be very interested if any

one has information about:

1. How this style of onion crown was

made?

2. Any sources of this style of crown,

new or new-old-stock (NOS)?

3. Any person or firm prepared to make

them for me?

Contact can be made via these pages,

or by email to

David.Boettcher@talktalk.net

David Boettcher

8 mm Lathe Collets
Some east European (before the wall

came down) collets were made with

7mm diameter, 0.5mm pitch RH 60

degree threads. I have a set and the

taps and dies for the draw bars, thread

dressing etc are available from the

usual suppliers. 

Collet slots can be ground out if they fail

to fit the driving key in the headstock

mandrel tube using a simple collet

holding jig and guide in conjunction with

one of the small grinders (intended to

be hand held) suitably mounted in a

frame.

Mercer Balance June p249
If I recall correctly, the experimental

balance made by Mercer for this design

is in the collections of Liverpool

Museum. I did not see an example

when at Hurstmonceux either

(notwithstanding undertaking a certain

amount of unofficial research in the

chronometer stores).  There are several

experimental balance designs in the LM

collection, but unfortunately the late

Tony Mercer was unable to recall the

circumstances of their manufacture. He

said he wished he had asked his father

more questions!

John Griffiths FBHI

Letters


